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1 Introduction
In today’s modern era, huge use of internet provides an ease for data sharing and 
exchange. This makes security a big issue to deal with. Data exchanged in network is 
mostly private and confidential. To provide security to this data a secured mecha-
nism is needed. Intruders use attacks to break security of network to steal information 
exchanged. Security to the network is provided by the intrusion detection system (IDS). 
An IDS is used to provide security to network against attacks. It helps in monitoring nor-
mal as well as abnormal activities of network. IDS generate alarm when any malicious 
activity is observed in the network. Malicious activities are detected using two methods 
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as Signature based detection (SIDS) and Anomaly based detection (AIDS). SIDS method 
use standard dataset of intrusion detection to identify malicious activities in the net-
work. Standard dataset consist of signatures, which define the pattern of attack. Packet 
entering in the system is analyzed using this dataset. If the pattern is matched then it is 
consider as malicious activity and alarm is generated for administrator. Otherwise, the 
packet is considered as normal and passed in the network. Limitation of SIDS is uniden-
tified attack cannot be handled by this system. If old or outdated dataset is use it does 
not contain signature of unidentified attacks. This leads to degrade in performance of 
SIDS. AIDS method use behavior based analyses to detect malicious activities. Normal 
behavior of all type of traffic is stored in the form of rule. These rules are use as pattern 
to analyze and detect packet entering in the network [1]. Each packet behavior is match 
with the rules, if match is found it is consider as normal behavior. Otherwise, any devia-
tion in rule is considered as malicious activity. Limitation of ADIS is this method gener-
ates more false alarms. Slight deviation in the rule is considered as malicious behavior. 
In most of the network it is difficult to find the normal behavior of packets. In current 
internet scenario there is a need of IDS, which can offer collaborative, distributed, cross-
platform and various protection services. This will help in improving network security 
and all new attacks can be identified [2].

Due to emerging of new attacks in the modern era, a need for intelligent and innova-
tive IDS arises for data exchange and collaboration. Nodes connected in network can 
collaborate with each other to share data such as signature dataset, network resources, 
attack signature, data alerts and many more. Data exchange between nodes can be at 
risk if an intruder becomes a part of the network and can observe all activities and data 
passing. Intruder can capture, modify or delete data passing within the network. More 
secured mechanism is required to provide security to data exchanged or transfer within 
the network. Tampering of data in exchange between nodes can lead to network harm. 
Intruders can easily modify the signatures, datasets, files, logs and many more. Control 
of data in the hand of intruder takes network at high risk.

A standard platform use to provide security to data exchanged between nodes of dis-
tributed network is blockchain [3, 4]. It provides distributed and shared data structure 
to exchange information in peer-to-peer network [5]. Another feature of blockchain is it 
allows replication of data on number of nodes. Replication of data increase security and 
single node cannot be a bottleneck for network [6, 7]. In distributed IDS network block-
chain is used for improving security because of its immutability and consensus proto-
cols followed among nodes [8]. Blockchain is use by most of the security applications 
for multimedia and confidential data sharing [9, 10]. In current era, most of the system 
applications make use of blockchain framework due of its various advantages [11, 12]. To 
improve performance various security application use blockchain [13, 14]. Recent areas 
like internet of things [15], intrusion detection system [16], financial services and many 
other applications have adopted blockchain [17]. In web application development [18] 
and cloud computing [19] blockchain is an emerging area for research.

In this paper, a blockchain based framework is proposed, to exchange signatures of 
new attacks in the distributed network. Proposed work use signature as well as anomaly 
attack detection methods in a hybrid approach. Packet entering in the system is analyzed 
by signature detection. If any malicious activity is detected then packet is discarded, 
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otherwise it is passed to the anomaly detection. Anomaly detection method analyze 
packet and check for normal activities. If packet is normal then it is passed in network 
otherwise packet is handed over to blockchain framework. This framework is respon-
sible for signature creation and distribution in the network. Blockchain provides secu-
rity to the signatures while exchange in between nodes of distributed network. Intruders 
cannot tamper signatures are it is replicated on number of nodes in network. Newly cre-
ated signature is used by all nodes to update dataset. Updated dataset helps in improv-
ing performance of signature detection. The proposed framework is the first IDS which 
makes use of blockchain for signature exchange. Features of this architecture are it’s 
fully distributed and fault tolerant. If any node fails in this architecture, then also data 
can be made available due to replication of data on number of nodes. Intruders cannot 
tamper data as it is available on number of nodes and it is impossible to change data 
at number of locations. This architecture basically makes used of authorized nodes for 
data exchange. Due to various features, this architecture is the unique IDS for distrib-
uted networks.

Organization of the paper is as: Sect. 2 provides the basics of blockchain and related 
work. In Sect. 3, the detailed architecture for the proposed BC-HyIDS system is elabo-
rated along with the smart contracts used in the proposed system. Section 4 gives the 
experimental results of blockchain and IDS system using various performance param-
eters. Section 5 gives a discussion and system evaluation of BC-HyIDS in terms of net-
work characteristics. Section  6 describes the conclusion and future enhancements 
possible for the proposed work.

2  Related work
Blockchain is emerging as a solution for each application where the security of data mat-
ters and needs to improve upon in terms of security in data exchange [20, 21]. Security 
against signatures is provided using the blockchain framework. Only authorized nodes 
can read, update, delete and modify signatures in blockchain [22]. Types of blockchains 
available are Public [23–25], Private [26] and Consortium blockchain [27, 28]. Public 
blockchain are most widely used blockchain where each user can participate. Private 
blockchain is restricted to authorized nodes and these nodes can only participate in 
blockchain. Consortium blockchain is used by multiple organizations together to create 
a private network. Most of the organizations are using IDS for securing their network 
from the unwanted attacks happening in the network. Most of the IDS available in the 
market are having hybrid architecture which makes use of various classifiers for detec-
tion of attacks and maintaining the security of data transferred in the network. In survey, 
it is observed that only 3% of IDS available in the market have used blockchain for mal-
ware detection. A new scheme based on hybrid and ensemble model for new genera-
tion networks is frequently used by researchers now days. Most of the work is done on 
IDS depending on the methodology for attack detection based on signature and anomaly 
detection. Most of them use many supervised, unsupervised, and semi supervised algo-
rithms for detection of attacks and share or create a signature using various approaches 
such as deep learning, data mining, and cloud [29–31]. Most of IDS use the ensemble 
techniques to improve performance over individual classifiers [32–35]. Feature selec-
tion techniques are also used along with ensembles in most of the existing IDS systems 
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[36–38]. IDS system makes use of a hybrid approach to improve its performance [39–41] 
based on the detection approaches available. A new term is coined in this area to use 
convolutional neural networks for getting IDS work efficiently [42]. All hybrid architec-
tures are using various classifiers, which are used for signature as well as anomaly detec-
tion. Signature based detection shows the limitation of detection rate. Modern attack 
signatures are not available in the standard datasets, which tends towards decreasing the 
detection rate of signature-based detection. On the other hand, anomaly-based detec-
tion shows more false alarm rate compared to signature-based detection. This is pos-
sible because anomaly-based detection creates an alarm even if a slight deviation from 
the normal traffic is observed. In the proposed approach, we combine both the detec-
tion approach so that limitations can be overcut and the performance of IDS can be 
improved. From the literature survey, it is observed that most of the IDS do not share the 
signatures detected by the anomaly approach. Some hybrid approaches are sharing a sig-
nature in the network from one node to the other but without considering any security 
aspect. Thus, a need for intelligent IDS is raised, which makes use of secured mechanism 
[43]. In proposed architecture, hybrid IDS use both detection methods and provides a 
security mechanism to exchange the signature obtained after anomaly detection within 
the network. As per the requirement of proposed work private blockchain is used for 
developing blockchain prototype. As per our knowledge, the proposed architecture is 
the first one of its nature, to provide a solution for transferring signatures from one node 
to the other in the distributed network using blockchain technology.

2.1  Contribution

Based on the observation of various researches carried out in blockchain area, there is 
a gap clearly identified in malware detection and blockchain. Some of the limitations of 
the existing IDS are listed below:

• Existing IDS does not use both detection methodologies as signature based and 
anomaly based in a single system.

• In the existing scenario, none of the cooperative intrusion detection systems are cre-
ating a signature for distribution.

• These IDS are not having any secure mechanism for sharing signatures within the 
network.

• Less number of IDS works in a fully distributed manner using blockchain technology.

To provide a solution for all the above identified gaps of existing IDS, we propose a new 
system based on blockchain technology, which is a Blockchain-based hybrid Intrusion 
Detection System (BC-HyIDS). This novel system is the first system providing all advan-
tages and features required for networks to keep it secure as per our knowledge. Some of 
the highlights of BC-HyIDS are given below:

• BC-HyIDS uses signature and anomaly based detection in a hybrid manner for attack 
detection.

• BC-HyIDS use benchmark dataset CIC-IDS 2017 for creating the signature.
• BC-HyIDS provides mechanism to exchange signatures using blockchain.
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• BC-HyIDS supports distributed architecture of the network.

Table 1 shows comparison of existing IDS with proposed distributed IDS with some 
parameters.

Next section elaborates the detail illustration of all phases and methodologies used in 
the implementation of BC-HyIDS.

3  Proposed methodology
The proposed architecture is an innovative approach for sharing signatures in the dis-
tributed environment of IDS. This is a novel architecture as none of the IDS works on a 
hybrid approach combining both detection techniques. Most of the hybrid approaches 
are based on combining various types of classifiers as supervised, unsupervised, and 
semi-supervised algorithms. Proposed architecture uses both types of detection meth-
ods as signature-based as well as anomaly based for attack detection and improving the 
security of network. Blockchain is used for signature transfer and it would be of its first 
kind to be used in distributed IDS as per our knowledge. This model is proposed for 
a distributed environment where each node is connected to the other in a distributed 
fashion. Each node will be able to detect attacks by analyzing packets entering through 
the network. Whenever the packet reaches at node, it gets captured and detected for a 
malicious pattern using signature-based detection phase. In this phase, all classifiers are 
trained using the modern CIC-IDS 2017 dataset. Classifiers which are used in this phase 
are artificial neural network (ANN), Isolation Random Forest (IRF), and XG boost. 
These all classifiers will ensemble together to get the final prediction of the analysis using 
majority voting algorithm. If packets are analyzed as attacks, then it gets directly rejected 
by the node, otherwise it would be forwarded to the second phase as anomaly detection. 
This phase improves security of the network since IDS validates each packet twice by 
both detection techniques. If the dataset is not up to date with the signatures of modern 
attacks, the malicious pattern is also analyzed as a normal packet. Node checks it twice 
using anomaly-based detection for assurance about a normal packet. Anomaly detection 
is based on the behaviour of each network. Packet behaviours are matched with the rules 
specified by genetic algorithms.

Signature creation and transfer using blockchain framework phase is used once the 
attack is detected by the anomaly detection phase. This phase is added in this archi-
tecture to securely transfer signatures from one node to other. In this phase, node is 

Table 1 Comparison of existing and proposed IDS

Parameters Existing IDS Proposed distributed IDS

Detection methodologies Any one—Signature detection or 
Anomaly detection

Both—Signature and 
Anomaly detection in hybrid 
approach

Signature creation Very often For all new attack detected

Mechanism for signature sharing Not secure Secured

Distributed No Fully distributed

Fault tolerant No Yes

Blockchain technology No Yes
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responsible for creating, and encrypting signature of the novel attack. Further it is incor-
porated as a block in the blockchain, which will be used for transferring signatures in 
the network. All nodes receive the signature and update their dataset to ensure that next 
time the same attach would be taken care. This will reduce the detection time as well as 
the processing time of the node. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the proposed 
distributed IDS which shows the top view of the architecture. Detail of each phase is 
explained in the next section.

3.1  Phase 1: signature based detection

Signature based detection is mainly performed using a basic approach whereby the sig-
natures of various attacks are stored in standard datasets. Many standard datasets for 
intrusion detection are available and can be leveraged for training various classifiers for 
identification of attacks. Each dataset has its own set of attack signatures. Number and 
type of attacks are different in various datasets. In the proposed system, CIC-IDS 2017 
dataset is used for training and testing classifiers. Comparison of classifier performance 
is observed and presented in the results section. With this approach, packets entering 
in the system are analyzed based on the signatures available in the datasets. Once the 
packet enters in this phase, classifiers try to match it with various available signatures. If 
it matches, then the packets are discarded, otherwise it is passed to second phase for fur-
ther analysis. To evaluate the performance of system, all classifiers are used in an ensem-
ble manner to avoid biased prediction. Classifiers used in this phase are ANN, IRF, and 
XG-boost to test real-time traffic. Ensemble is used to improve the performance of IDS 
in this phase. Ensemble approach provides better accuracy as a compare to the individ-
ual classifiers in terms of detection rate and accuracy. Detailed system model used in 
Phase 1 for signature detection is shown in Fig. 2.

All three classifiers are used in an ensemble approach to improve performance of the 
signature-based detection phase. Ensemble of all classifiers is done using majority vot-
ing algorithm. Majority voting algorithm is used to boost the performance of individual 

Fig. 1 System architecture of proposed system BC-HyIDS using blockchain. The top view of the architecture 
which elaborates all the phases of prototype. Each step of the architecture is explained including blockchain 
framework. All the steps included in blockchain framework are explained in block. This framework will 
provide security to the system such that attackers will not able to penetrate attacks in network. This 
framework provides immutable data exchange
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classifier [44]. To avoid biased output given by individual classifier majority algorithm is 
used. This algorithm works on odd number of classifiers. To find the output of this algo-
rithm inputs are collected as a vote from odd number of classifiers [45]. Majority voting 
algorithm takes input as the prediction made by each classifier after analyzing packets. 
Votes collected from all classifiers are analyzed and according to the majority predic-
tions, the final prediction or classification of the packet is decided. Final output will be 
malicious, that is attack or normal. If it is malicious, then an alert is generated by the 
administrator and the packet is discarded from network. If the output is normal, then 
packets are passed to Phase 2: Anomaly based detection for further behavior analysis for 
packets. Detailed system architecture for Phase 1 is shown in Fig. 2.

3.2  Phase 2: anomaly based detection

Anomaly based detection is mostly based on behavior-based approach for intrusion 
detection. In behavior-based detection the classifiers are trained using rules that show 
the behavior of the packet and network. Normal behavior is used for training various 
classifiers and testing is done in real-time environment.

All classifiers are trained using rules which show the normal behavior of the data 
entering in system. Various machine learning and deep learning algorithms are used to 
do behavior analysis now day. The reason behind doing behavior analysis for anomaly 
detection is these are novel types of attacks whose signatures are not available in any 
standard dataset. For anomaly detection, as the signature is not available, the behavior 
or pattern of such attacks can help to recognize malicious activities in the network. To 
find the normal behavior of the data entered in the system, a genetic algorithm is used. 
This algorithm is used to find the normal behavior patterns for all normal activities. Any 
behavior against these normal activities is considered as malicious behavior.

3.2.1  Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm is mainly used for intrusion detection based on behavior analysis. The 
behavior of the system is defined in terms of rules. These rules are defined using genetic 
algorithms and works in four-step process as initial population generating, chromosome 

Fig. 2 BC-HyIDS phase 1: signature based detection architecture. Phase 1 architecture from proposed system 
is elaborated in figure. It shows input, output and processing steps for signature based attack detection. 
Classifiers used where artificial neural network, XGBoost and isolation random forest. All classifier are trained 
using CIC-IDS 2017 dataset. This is a standard intrusion detection dataset used for modern attack detection. 
Ensemble approach using majority voting algorithm is used to get final prediction as attack or normal packet
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designing, fitness value calculate, and genetic operator designing, to find the behaviour 
patterns in terms of rules. With the help of this process, genetic algorithm finds the rule-
based dataset as an output. CIC-IDS 2017 dataset is used as an input. Rule based data-
bases will be used to train classifiers so that they can perform behaviour analysis of each 
data entering in the system. These rules are used to represent the normal behaviour of 
data. If any packet data is not satisfying any rule, then it is considered as a malicious 
behaviour. If packet data match with at least one of the rule, then it is considered as 
normal behavior. Using CIC-IDS dataset, optimal features can be found to get the final 
rules. Fitness is also known as goodness of population. While evaluating, operations like 
crossover and mutation is used to make it more specific.

Fitness value is calculated for each feature set and the feature having strong fitness 
value will be considered for rule-based dataset generation. This dataset is then used to 
train classifiers. Equation (1) is used to calculate the fitness value. Threshold considered 
for the fitness value is 0.90. All chromosomes with a value nearer to the threshold are 
considered for dataset generation. Classifiers used are ANN, IRF, and XG-boost.

where A: total number of attacks; a: number of attack connections correctly classified by 
the individual classifier; B: normal connections in the population; b: number of normal 
connections correctly classified by classifiers.

Figure 3 shows the process of genetic algorithm which starts from the formulation of 
population and chromosome and then evaluates each of them with crossover and muta-
tion operator to get the most important and specific chromosome. The population size, 
crossover folds, and mutation size can vary in the case of benchmark datasets. The motto 
behind this process is to get specified and accurate rules defining the normal behavior of 
the data transferred in the network. This individual chromosome is then converted into 
rules to create a dataset. This rule-based dataset is used further to train classifiers for 
malicious activity detection as Phase 2 of the proposed framework. Any deviation other 
than the rules mentioned would be considered as a malicious behaviour and that data 
is declared as attack. Once the attack is identified, an alert is generated by the system 
administrator and the packet is passed to the third phase signature generation and dis-
tribution. This phase will convert the packet into the signature for distribution among 

(1)Fitness value = (a/A)−(b/B)

Fig. 3 Genetic algorithm process for rule based dataset generation. Genetic algorithm is used to generate 
rule based dataset. Process works in four steps as initial population generation for features selected from 
CIC-IDS dataset. This dataset consist of more than 80 features out of that only 22 features are used to describe 
normal behavior of the packet in the network. Optimized set of features is finalized using fitness function. 
All the features with good fitness value are considered for rule dataset generation. Process continues until 
optimized set is found
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nodes in the distributed network. Otherwise, normal packet data is allowed to transfer 
in the network. To avoid biased prediction and reduce false alarm generation, ensemble 
approach is used, which makes use of majority voting algorithm to give the final predic-
tion. System Architecture for phase 2: Anomaly based detection is shown in Fig. 4.

3.3  Phase 3: blockchain framework for signature extraction and distribution

In BC-HyIDS, phase 3 is used to securely distribute signatures over the distributed 
network. Input received in this phase is packets which are predicted as attacks by the 
anomaly detection phase [46, 47]. This phase works in three steps, first from the received 
packet; a signature is created and in the second step this signature is uploaded as a block 
and verification is done. Third step will distribute the signature over all nodes connected 
in the distributed network. Permissioned private blockchain is used to transfer signa-
tures in this phase. Broad architecture of the blockchain framework along with the indi-
vidual node structure is shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, the blockchain is distributed over a distributed network. All nodes in 
the network are attached in a distributed manner which follows one of the consensus pro-
tocols such as proof of work (PoW), proof of stack (PoS), proof of authority (PoA). In BC-
HyIDS, phase 3 makes use of the blockchain platform for signature extraction, upload, and 
distribution. Blockchains can be of various types such as public, permissioned, non-per-
missioned, and consortium blockchains. These blockchains can be implemented on various 
platforms such as Ethereum [48] and Hyperledger. As per the requirement of BC-HyIDS, 
permissioned blockchain is developed with the help of Hyperledger which uses of the con-
sensus protocol as a proof of stack (PoS) [49]. Hyperledger is a platform which is used to 
build customized applications on the permissioned blockchain. As the need of distributed 
IDS, we have implemented permissioned blockchain along with some features of public 
blockchain. Permissioned blockchains consists of nodes which have the authority to be a 
part of this blockchain. Each node attached into this network is an authorized node which 

Fig. 4 BC-HyIDS phase 2: anomaly based detection architecture. Detailed architecture of phase 2 that is 
anomaly based detection for system. Input will be taken from phase 1, the packets which are considered as 
normal. Rule dataset is used to train classifiers. Rule based dataset is generated using genetic algorithm. It 
consists of rules describing normal behavior of packets entering in the network. Ensemble approach with 
majority voting algorithm is used to find final prediction as attack or normal packet
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is responsible for extracting the signature, create a block, and distribute among all remain-
ing authorized nodes of the network. BC-HyIDS consist of two types of nodes as initiator 
node and the validator node. Initiator nodes are the authorized nodes which are responsible 
for signature creation. Validator node performs the validation of the signature and converts 
it into a block for distribution. In BC-HyIDS some are initiator nodes and some are valida-
tor nodes. Validator nodes can also be work as an initiator node if required. The objective 
behind adding this phase to the BC-HyIDS system is to provide security to signatures dis-
tributed in the network from attackers.

Each node consists of an analysis unit (AU) and a distribution unit (DU). Analysis units 
mainly analyzes all packets entering in the node through network. This unit makes use of 
both the phase of BC-HyIDS, that is, signature-based detection and anomaly-based detec-
tion. This also helped to update the dataset with new signatures which consider an attack 
by anomaly detection phase. Along with the analysis and distribution unit, each node will 
consist of the complete ledger of the blockchain, a structure used to carry the data called as 
block, and a transaction, a basic unit of blockchain. Transactions are nothing but signatures 
which were extracted by nodes from the packet. Signature extraction block upload and dis-
tribution are explained in the next section.

3.3.1  Extraction of signature

Signature extraction is performed from the packets received as input from the anomaly 
detection phase to create the signature. Features are selected as per the format of CIC-IDS 
2017 dataset as phase 1 of BC-HyIDS uses this dataset for attack detection. CIC-IDS 2017 
dataset uses 22 features for the detection of various types of attacks. For creating signature, 
a script is returned which will take the input as a packet and generates its signature equiva-
lent to the features of CIC-IDS 2017 dataset.

Standard format for signature creation is as follows

MAC address, IP address, Public Key, Private Key, Type, Port, Features

Fig. 5 Blockchain framework: a blockchain network of BC-HyIDS and b individual node structure. BC-HyIDS 
system is a private blockchain network implemented using Hyperledger platform. As it is a private and 
permissioned network it consists of only authorized nodes. All nodes are connected to each other in a chain. 
Each node is able to do all functionality using analysis and distribution unit
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where MAC address—MAC address of the node that is responsible for signature extrac-
tion; IP address—IP address of the node that is responsible for signature extraction; Pub-
lic Key—Public key of node responsible for signature extraction; Private Key—Private 
key of node responsible for signature extraction from a pair of public–private keys of 
node; Type—Type of attack whose signature is extracted by node. In this case, it will be 
considered as “Novel”; Port—Active communication port of the authorized node; Fea-
tures—22 features of the CIC-IDS 2017 dataset extracted from packets.

Post extracting features from packets, the initiator node executes the signature crea-
tion algorithm as given below to convert the extracted features into the prescribed 
signature format. All Initiator nodes follow smart contracts to create the signature in 
the required format. Smart contracts are the set of rules prescribed stored in the sys-
tem which will be used by the blockchain if a certain action is done. For example, if the 
initiator wants to create a signature from extracted features, then system will automat-
ically follow rules and formats prescribed by the signature creation algorithm. The Algo-
rithm 1 is used for signature creation is given below.

Algorithm 1 : Signature Creation
Procedure : Convert features extracted from packets into signature according to standard 
format 
Inputs : Features retrieved from packets (Fvar) and values of Features retrieved (Fvalue)
Output : Signature in prescribed format 
Mandatory features: (protocol, source IP, source port, dest. IP, dest. Port, type of service, 
duration)

Read Fvar
If any mandatory features missing :

return error
exit

else:
for each Fvar 

Read Fvalue for Fvar
Store Fvalue into equivalent feature from standard format
Ignore feature from standard format if Fvalue not available

End for loop
End if
Insert default Fvalue for all features whose value not extracted
End procedure

As shown in Algorithm 1, signatures are created in the standard format and saved in 
the format explained above. The created signature is encrypted by the private key of ini-
tiator node and sent to validator node for validation.

3.3.2  Validation of signature

Signature validation is carried out by the validator node. Signature validation is an 
important state in this phase as all initiator nodes has the authority to create a signature 
of the anomaly attacks detected by their analysis unit. The BC-HyIDS system has some 
of the nodes working as validator nodes. The responsibility of the validator node is to 
check the validity, authorization, and significance of the signature before incorporating 
it to the blockchain. Following is the checklist followed by the validator node.
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• The signature submitted as a transaction is in the prescribe format and generated 
using the smart contract used for signature creation.

• It also verifies whether the same signature uploaded in the past by some other initia-
tor. If so, then a new block is not created by validator, otherwise this signature will be 
considered for block creation.

• Is signature is valid and created by the anomaly detection phase of the initiator node.
• Is the initiator is an authorized node to create a signature and send it for validation.

Validator node completes the validation according to all parameters explained above. 
Validation process is followed as a smart contract and it is to be followed by each ini-
tiator and validator node before confirming the incorporation of signature to the block-
chain. Once the signature is validated, the node initiates the process of block creation 
and incorporation in the blockchain. The Algorithm  2 used by the validator node for 
completing the validation process is given below.

Algorithm 2 : Signature Validation
Procedure: Verification (Signature, MAC address, IP address, Public Key, Private Key)
Inputs: Signature in standard format, MAC address of the Initiator node, IP address of the Initiator node, 
Public Key of the Initiator node, Private Key of the Initiator node
Output: Validated / Refused

If (Signature is in standard format) and (IP is valid IP) and (MAC is valid MAC) and (public key verifies 
private key of Initiator):

Return Signature Validated
Push Signature for block creation

Elseif: Signature already present
Ignore the Signature 

Else:

Return Signature Refused
Drop Signature

End if
End Procedure

As shown in the Algorithm 2 above, if all conditions are satisfied then signatures are 
verified by the validator, otherwise it is refused by the validator and the signature gets 
dropped. In case if the same signature is already created by the other initiator node, then 
it will be ignored by the validator. The validated signature is further passed for block 
creation to get added in the blockchain.

3.3.3  Signature block creation

The next step post validating the signature is block creation to add the same in the block-
chain network. Hyperledger is used to implement the BC-HyIDS system. According to 
the system architecture, any new attack detected by the node is to be converted into a 
signature so that it can be used by other nodes for future use. Once the validator node 
validates the signature, new block is created using Hyperledger format. Block structure 
used in BC-HyIDS is as shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, the block is divided into three sections as header, data, and meta-
data. Explanation of all sections is given below.
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a. Header: It is a block header which gives information about the block. It consists of the 
following information.

• Block number: Block number is the identification assigned to each block newly cre-
ated in the system by the validator node. This block number is used to access a block 
in the blockchain in future communication.

• Previous block hash value: 256 bits previous block hash value computed using 
SHA256.

• Current block hash value: 256 bits current block hash value in hexadecimal format.

 In Hyperledger, to create a chain of blocks as per blockchain architecture, each block is 
connected to the next and previous block with the link that is called as block hash value. 
Default cryptographic hashing algorithm used by Hyperledger is Secure Hashing Algorithm 
(SHA256). It is a successor of SHA-1 and SHA-2 hash algorithms. It generates a unique 256 
bit (32 bytes) hash value for each block. Hash values are mostly represented in hexadecimal 
format. SHA256 algorithm has not been compromised in any manner till date. This is the 
main reason of using SHA256 as a default hash algorithm in Hyperledger.

b. Data: Block second section is Data section. This section consists of an actual signa-
ture which is created in the standard format.

c. Metadata: Metadata consists of the data about the block like timestamp when the 
block is created, consensus protocols, private key of the initiator and validator, and 
signature details if any.

3.3.4  Distribution of signature

Next step after block creation is the distribution of the block to all nodes and add it to 
the blockchain. Once the block is created, validator nodes add the block to the exist-
ing blockchain. This information is broadcasted in the network to all nodes. Once the 

Fig. 6 Block structure for hyperledger blockchain used in BC-HyIDS. Hyperledger blockchain along with 
block structure is shown. First block of this blockchain is genesis block. Each block consists of header, data 
and metadata. Each block is connected with other using hash functions. Unique identification is given to 
each block called block number
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validator block is received by all nodes, updating of the individual ledger occurs. All 
nodes update their ledger and can use the new signatures for further processing. Once 
all nodes finish with the operation, blockchain is committed and the block is perma-
nently attached to the chain. In BC-HyIDS nodes save new blocks in the ledger and the 
read signature need to be updated in the CIC-IDS 2017 dataset. Updating the dataset 
helps nodes for further analysis of packets entering in the network.

4  Experiment results
In this section, the performance of the implemented permissioned private BC-HyIDS 
blockchain is elaborated. BC-HyIDS implemented using Hyperledger fabric v2.0 and 
Hyperledger sawtooth. Performance parameters used for evaluation are execution time, 
average latency, throughput, and transaction processing time. System performance is 
evaluated in two parts as the performance of blockchain and the performance of IDS 
with and without blockchain. Based on the conducted experiments, Hyperledger saw-
tooth provides better results compared to Hyperledger fabric v2.0. In terms of the accu-
racy of IDS, it improves if a blockchain is used (Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

4.1  Performance evaluation of blockchain

Many approaches are provided to check the performance of blockchain [50, 51]. Perfor-
mance of the blockchain in BC-HyIDS is evaluated according to the number of nodes in 
the network and the execution time required. Types of nodes are Initiator and Validator 
nodes. Parameters used to evaluate the performance of both nodes are

Evaluation of execution time Evaluation of execution time for the two platforms is done 
by varying the frequency of transactions in the network [52]. Execution time is analyzed 
for different functions such as time required executing a simple query, the initiation pro-
cess, and the validation process. In general, query processing execution time increases 

Table 2 Execution time—query

No. of transactions Hyperledger fabric v2.0 Hyperledger 
sawtooth

10 0.16 0.08

100 0.98 0.56

1000 10.25 3.12

10,000 57.28 15.26

Table 3 Average latency—query

No. of transactions Hyperledger fabric v2.0 Hyperledger 
sawtooth

10 2.26 1.25

100 3.59 2.11

1000 17.23 13.66

10,000 72.45 32.12
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as the number of transactions increased. Execution time taken by sawtooth is better 
compared to Fabric v2.0 for the simple query function, as shown in Fig. 7a and Table 2. 
As the dataset grows, large the execution difference between both platforms goes on 
increasing. Execution time for initiation function and validation function is better, if 
sawtooth is used compared to Fabric v2.0 when the number of transactions increased. 
However, when a small dataset is used, then v2.0 shows better execution time compared 
to sawtooth. Figures 8a and 9a along with Tables 4 and 6 demonstrates the execution 
time required for the initiation and validation process for both implementations as Fab-
ric v.2.0 and sawtooth.

Evaluation of average latency Average latency is evaluated with different values of trans-
actions for both implementations as Fabric v2.0 and sawtooth. Latency average is cal-
culated for executing a simple query initialization process and validation process. It is 
observed that the latency time is more in v2.0 compared to sawtooth as transaction go 
on increasing. The comparison between both for the average latency values is shown in 
Figs. 7b, 8b and 9b and Tables 3, 5 and 7 for simple query, initialization process and vali-
dation process respectively.

Table 4 Execution time—initialization process

No. of transactions Hyperledger fabric v2.0 Hyperledger 
sawtooth

10 1.32 0.65

100 2.32 1.25

1000 10.56 6.12

10,000 74.23 55.33

Table 5 Average latency—initialization process

No. of transactions Hyperledger fabric v2.0 Hyperledger 
sawtooth

10 3.22 1.22

100 8.21 5.69

1000 26.11 23.12

10,000 56.21 48.35

Table 6 Execution time—validation process

No. of transactions Hyperledger fabric v2.0 Hyperledger 
sawtooth

10 5.23 2.33

100 10.23 6.12

1000 25.21 21.33

10,000 72.33 58.21
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Evaluation of throughput Throughput of the system is the number of transactions exe-
cuted by the node per unit time. Average Throughput of a network depends on the 
number of nodes available in the network. As the number of node initiator and vali-
dator increased then the throughput of the system can also get increased. Throughput 
depends on the number of features such as the block size allowed in the blockchain or 
the number of nodes in the network. Figure 10a, b demonstrate the throughput of the 
system with different block size and number of nodes in the network, respectively.

Evaluation of transaction processing time Transaction processing time is the time 
taken from the point when a transaction has initialized on the node up to validation, 

Fig. 7 Blockchain performance for simple query: a execution time and b average latency. Performance of 
blockchain that is third phase of the system is presented in graphical form for simple query execution. Simple 
query is a simple operation executed by node such as read a block. a Execution time required for simple 
query using Hyperledger fabric 2.0 and sawtooth is represented. b Average latency required for simple query 
execution on system when implemented using Hyperledger v2.0 and sawtooth is graphically represented

Fig. 8 Blockchain performance for initialization process: a execution time and b average latency. 
Performance of blockchain that is third phase of the system is presented in graphical form for initialization 
process execution. Initialization process is an operation executed by node when nodes needs to add new 
block created from the signature. a Execution time required for initialization process using Hyperledger fabric 
2.0 and sawtooth is represented. b Average latency required for initialization process execution on system 
when implemented using Hyperledger v2.0 and sawtooth is graphically represented
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Fig. 9 Blockchain performance for validation process: a execution time and b average latency. Performance 
of blockchain that is third phase of the system is presented in graphical form for validation process execution. 
Validation process is an operation executed by node when nodes verify blocks to add in the blockchain. a 
Execution time required for validation process using Hyperledger fabric 2.0 and sawtooth is represented. b 
Average latency required for validation process execution on system when implemented using Hyperledger 
v2.0 and sawtooth is graphically represented

Table 7 Average latency—validation process

No. of transactions Hyperledger fabric v2.0 Hyperledger 
sawtooth

10 8.12 6.88

100 21.23 17.98

1000 45.33 39.12

10,000 88.12 78.12

Fig. 10 Blockchain performance parameter throughput: a different block size and b different number of 
nodes. Performance parameter throughput of the blockchain is presented in graphical form. Throughput of 
the system is tested by variation in block size and number of nodes. a Throughput of system when different 
block size is used in blockchain using Hyperledger fabric 2.0 and sawtooth is represented. b Throughput 
of system when different number of nodes when same block size is used when implemented using 
Hyperledger v2.0 and sawtooth is graphically represented
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completion, and addition of blocks in the blockchain. Transaction processing time is 
not the same as latency as used in most evaluation parameters [53, 54]. In this latency, 
assumed is the time taken by the network to add blocks in the blockchain. Whereas 
we assume that the latency and time required including a block in the blockchain is 
included in Transaction Processing time. By increasing the degree of parallel operations, 
the transaction processing time can be increased. Figure  11a, b show the transaction 
processing time in consideration of different block sizes and number of nodes in net-
work, respectively. Average transaction processing time can be easily calculated by the 
execution time required for each transaction and the total transaction processing time 
divided by the number of transactions.

4.2  Performance evaluation of BC‑HYIDS

BC-HYIDS performance is evaluated with the performance parameters used to evalu-
ate IDS systems. Most of the IDS systems use various machine learning and neural 
network techniques for attack detection. Each IDS system can use one of the detec-
tion methods as signature based or anomaly-based detection. The proposed BC-
HyIDS system makes use of both detection methods as signature and anomaly based. 
To improve the accuracy and detection rate with reduced false alarm rate BC-HyIDS 
makes use of ensembling technique and genetic algorithm in two phases. To provide 
two-layer security to the network BC-HyIDS use two phases and each packet goes 
through analysis twice. Performance of the system is the check of accuracy, detection 
rate, and false alarm rate parameters. Performance of BC-HyIDS is evaluated with 
and without blockchain. It is observed that signature based detection phase shows 
improvement in detection rate and accuracy when used along with blockchain com-
pared to signature distribution. Table 8 shows the performance of each phase of BC-
HyIDS with and without blockchain.

Fig. 11 Blockchain performance parameter transaction processing time: a different block size and b different 
number of nodes. Performance parameter transaction processing time of the blockchain is presented in 
graphical form. Transaction processing time required is tested by variation in block size and number of 
nodes. Transaction is nothing but operations executed by nodes for initialization and validation of blocks. 
a Transaction processing time of system when different block size is used in blockchain using Hyperledger 
fabric 2.0 and sawtooth is represented. b Transaction processing time of system when different number of 
nodes when same block size is used when implemented using Hyperledger v2.0 and sawtooth is graphically 
represented
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From Table  8, it is observed that Phase 1 performance increased due to signature 
update in the dataset using blockchain. BC-HyIDS shows the improvised accuracy and 
detection rate. Accuracy increased by 2.8% approximately. Detection rate increased by 
4.3% approximately and the false alarm rate reduced by 2.6%. From the comparison of 
BC-HyIDS with and without blockchain, it is observed that BC-HyIDS shows better per-
formance in all parameters when used with blockchain framework. Figure 12a–d shows 
the graphical representation of the performance parameters accuracy, detection rate, 
and false alarm rate along with comparison.

4.3  Comparison of BC‑HyIDS with existing IDS

Figure  13 shows comparison of existing hybrid IDS with BC-HyIDS. Most of the 
researches used ensemble and hybrid approach to improve overall performance of IDS. 
BC-HyIDS system used ensemble hybrid approach to improve performance of system. 
To improve the performance of IDS in distributed network blockchain phase is used for 
exchange of signatures. This phase improves performance of the signature based detec-
tion method due to update in dataset with novel signatures. Table 9 shows the compari-
son of BC-HyIDS with existing hybrid approaches. From Table 9 it is observed that the 
proposed BC-HyIDS system provides better accuracy and detection rate as compared to 
existing IDS. A reduction in false alarm rate is also observed. Ensemble methods used 
supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised classifiers. Al-Yaseen et  al. [55] used 
hybrid model of a multi-level SVM and ELM model to classify normal behaviour and 
known attacks and an adaptive SVM model to learn and classify unknown attacks. Accu-
racy obtained by hybrid model is 95.86% with all features of KDD99 dataset. Three-tier 
architecture was used [56] to clean and pre-process the data along with support vec-
tor machine. Accuracy obtained in this hybrid architecture is 94.71% and false alarm 
rate is 3.8%. A hybrid approach [57] by combining K Nearest Neighbour with combined 
strangeness isolation algorithm was used to detect dos, probe, U2R and L2R attack on 
KDD dataset. Accuracy of 95.1% with false alarm rate 3% is obtained. Hybrid approach 
was developed [41] to detect anomaly-based and misuse-based attack with KNN algo-
rithm and obtained 93.29% accuracy and 1.78% false alarm rate. Use of various tech-
niques in distributed intrusion detection system improves accuracy. By using chi square 
feature reduction technique, the accuracy improved to 97% and 1.13% false alarm rate 
[58].

From studies it is observed that BC-HyIDS provides better accuracy and reduced false 
alarm rate due to secure transfer of signature from one node to other in distributed 

Table 8 Performance of BC-HyIDS with and without blockchain

Performance 
parameters

Phase 1: SD 
of BC‑HyIDS 
(%)

Phase 2: AD 
of BC‑HYIDS 
(%)

HYIDS 
(without 
blockchain) 
(%)

Phase 1: SD 
of BC‑HyIDS 
(%)

Phase 2: AD 
of BC‑HYIDS 
(%)

BC‑HYIDS 
(with 
blockchain) 
(%)

Accuracy 95.6 91.2 95.7 98.2 93.2 98.5
Detection rate 96.5 93.4 94.5 98.2 96.1 98.8
False alarm 
rate

2.4 4.5 3.8 1.8 2.3 1.2
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environment. Blockchain used in BC-HyIDS helped to improve performance of signa-
ture detection in hybrid approach.

Fig. 12 BC-HyIDS performance measures: a accuracy for all phases of BC-HyIDS; b detection rate for all 
phases of C-HyIDS; c false alarm rate for all phases of BC-HyIDS and d comparison of BC-HyIDS with and 
without blockchain. Performance of BC-HyIDS as a single system is tested using various parameters. These 
all parameters are tested with and without blockchain. a Accuracy for all phase of BC-HyIDS when used 
with and without blockchain is represented. b Detection rate for all phase of BC-HyIDS when used with and 
without blockchain is represented. c False alarm rate for all phase of BC-HyIDS when used with and without 
blockchain is represented. d Comparison of whole system when used with and without blockchain is 
graphically represented in terms of accuracy, detection rate and false alarm rate

Fig. 13 Comparison of BC-HyIDS with existing IDS. Proposed BC-HyIDS with blockchain as a whole system 
is compared with existing hybrid IDS. Graphical representation shows better performance of BC-HyIDS as 
compared to existing IDS for distributed environment
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5  Discussion
The proposed system BC-HyIDS is an Intrusion Detection System which makes use 
of the blockchain framework to distribute signatures in the network. In BC-HyIDS 
blockchain framework is implemented using Hyperledger Fabric v2.0 and Hyperledger 
sawtooth. Blockchain used in this system is a permissioned based private blockchain 
with some features of public blockchain. Main reason to choose private blockchain 
along with public is this system is meant for an organization, so mostly it will be used 
by authorized users. Hyperledger provides flexibility in implementing blockchains 
over private blockchains. The reason using two versions of Hyperledger is to improve 
the performance of system. BC-HyIDS works in three phases such as Signature based 
detection, Anomaly based detection, and Signature creation and distribution. While 
using blockchain in phase 3 for the distribution of signatures of novel attacks, the per-
formance of signature based detection increases approximately by 2.8%. BC-HyIDS is 
the novel framework which makes use of both detection techniques along with an 
immerging blockchain platform. This is the first IDS system which is implemented 
on a blockchain platform with both detection techniques as per our knowledge. This 
system works in a distributed fashion as no central controller is used for controlling 
operations in network. All nodes are authorized nodes and have the authority to cre-
ate and validate signatures of a novel attacks. During implementation, care was taken 
to reduce the processing time in phase 3 such that the throughput of the system can 
be increased. To summarize BC-HyIDS is a unique IDS implemented on a blockchain 
platform to improvise the performance of general IDS systems.

System evaluation: BC-HyIDS were evaluated based on network characteristics. As 
the network plays a vital role in the implementation of IDS, most of the network char-
acteristics are considered. System evaluation parameters are elaborated below.

1. Data sharing: Data sharing in the network is done using blockchain in BC-HyIDS. 
Data shared in blockchain is secured and immutable as it is replicated at each node 
in blockchain.

2. Computation cost: Computation in phase 3 is complex if the number of nodes is 
more in the network, but if the numbers of nodes are less, computation cost is less. 
Once the signatures are validated, then computation cost goes down in terms of the 
time required to read it. With the help of Hyperledger sawtooth used for private 

Table 9 Comparison of BC-HyIDS with existing IDS

Hybrid classifiers Accuracy (%) False 
alarm rate 
(%)

Hybrid KNN [41] 93.29 1.78

SVM-ELM [55] 95.86 2.13

Three tier IDS [56] 94.71 3.8

CSI-KNN [57] 95.1 3.0

Fusion chi-square and SVM [58] 97 1.31

BC-HyIDS 98.5 1.2
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as well as public blockchain, we succeed in reducing the computation cost for BC-
HyIDS.

3. Bandwidth overhead: As the number of nodes increases in the network bandwidth 
overhead is happened in the network. As per observation, bandwidth usage is more 
as the number of nodes increased in the network.

4. Trust management: BC-HyIDS provides enough trust management as all nodes con-
nected to the system are part of the same organization and follows all agreed smart 
contracts and consensus protocols.

5. Scalability: BC-HyIDS supports horizontal scalability as the number of nodes can be 
increased in the system. Performance of the system up to 10,000 nodes is checked in 
the real-time environment. More number of nodes can be added to the network.

6. Security aspects—BC-HyIDS is a more trusted and more secure system which pro-
vides security to the data or information passing through network. All nodes coor-
dinate the operation in the distributed fashion. Making use of hash algorithms in 
blockchain makes the network more secure for communication.

6  Conclusion and future directions
This paper presents a novel system BC-HyIDS which is one of the first Intrusion Detec-
tion System, implemented along with blockchain features as per our knowledge. In 
today’s modern world where most of the data is insecure because of novel attack meth-
ods used by intruders, this system is a solution for it. To make BC-HyIDS unique, this 
system is implemented and works in three phases such as Signature based detection, 
Anomaly based detection, and Signature creation and distribution. All phases work 
together to form a single system and is installed on every node of the network. The 
dataset used is CIC-IDS 2017 for testing and training various classifiers in both detec-
tion phases. Blockchain framework allows BC-HyIDS to securely exchange signature 
in between various nodes of distributed network. System performance is evaluated for 
only blockchain and for whole BC-HyIDS system. Blockchain performance is evaluated 
in terms of execution time, average latency, throughput and transaction processing time. 
Hyperledger sawtooth comes up with better performance in terms of computation cost 
as compared to v2.0.

BC-HyIDS and HyIDS system is also evaluated with parameters such as accuracy, 
detection rate, and false alarm rate. BC-HyIDS provides better performance if used 
along with blockchain compared to blockchain. As blockchain is used for the perfor-
mance of signature based detection increased drastically. BC-HyIDS provides an 
increased accuracy by 2.8%, detection rate by 4.3% and reduction in false alarm rate by 
2.6%. Overall BC-HyIDS provides improved performance when used with blockchain. In 
future work, we would like to implement these IDS on full public blockchains. Internal 
malicious node identification can be a big challenge when the public blockchain is used. 
Additionally, we are interested in checking the performance of this system using vari-
ous platforms like Ethereum, Corda, Azure, Blockcypher, or Factom to check the system 
performance in all types of blockchains.
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